OWN ANNOUNCES CAST MEMBERS FOR ‘THE KINGS OF NAPA,’
FROM ACCLAIMED CREATOR/SHOWRUNNER JANINE SHERMAN BARROIS
Ebonee Noel, Rance Nix, Karen LeBlanc, Yaani King Mondschein Set to Star in the
New Drama from Warner Bros Television


“The Kings of Napa” is focused on a gorgeous and picturesque Napa Valley, California vineyard owned by the Kings, an aspirational African American family whose wealth and status lands them on the pages of design magazines and society pages. The wine business has brought the family success and acclaim, but following the patriarch’s sudden exit from the company, his three children must grapple for the reigns to the kingdom — to their own power, wealth, and legacy.

The series regulars include:

- **Ebonee Noel** (“FBI,” “Wrecked”) plays the role of August King, the middle King sibling and the family’s brilliant marketing whiz. She is passionate about wine and always looking for new ways to expand the business.

- **Rance Nix** (“Zero Issue,” “Amsterdam Ave.”) plays the role of Dana King, August’s older brother and the savvy CFO of the winery. He and August often butt heads when it comes to the family business.

- **Karen LeBlanc** (“Ransom,” “Jack Ryan”) plays the role of Vanessa King, the matriarch of the King family. Vanessa is a former news reporter who gave up her career to help run
the winery in Napa. She and her husband Reginald seemingly had a picture-perfect marriage — until she discovered things about his past.

- **Yaani King Mondschein** ("The Prince & Me," "Saving Grace") plays the role of Bridgette Peele, August’s cousin and right hand who works as the vineyard manager for King Estate Wines. When secrets threaten to change the family forever, her life turns upside down.

Information about the cast:

- **Ebonee Noel’s** credits include the CBS drama series “FBI” for creator/producer Dick Wolf and ABC’s “Still Star Crossed” produced by Shonda Rhimes. Additional credits include Amazon’s “Harlem,” TBS’s comedy series “Wrecked,” Jason Blum’s “Eye Candy,” “Law & Order: SVU,” and the features “I Love You Daddy” and “Long Nights, Short Mornings.”

- **Rance Nix**, starred as lead character Nabo Sensugali in “Las Meninas,” a play by noted playwright Lynn Nottage. Most recently, Nix starred in the indie feature film “Trapeze USA” directed by Mark Anthony Green. Nix also cohosted “Love is Quarantine,” a viral Instagram-dating show based on the Netflix hit “Love is Blind.”

- **Karen LeBlanc** began her career in the lead role in the hit musical “Rent.” Her most recent film and television credits include lead roles on “Ransom,” “Jack Ryan,” “Insomnia,” “Killjoys” as well as “Frontier.” She recently guest starred on “Lovecraft Country,” “Ginny & Georgia” and “Hudson & Rex.” LeBlanc’s current movie credits include “Mobile Homes” and “Astronaut.” She can be seen next in upcoming episodes of “Departure” and “Lost in Space.”

- **Yaani King Mondschein** joined the cast of “The Alchemist” Off Broadway at the Classic Stage Company. Her television credits include a series regular role on “Saving Grace” with Holly Hunter; recurring roles on “Mad Men,” “The Haves and the Have Nots” and guest starring roles on “Bluff City Law,” “The Magicians,” “Boomerang,” “The Resident” and “Magnum P.I.” among many others. She can also be seen in the film “The Prince & Me,” Sundance-selected film “Bad Hair” and “Sneakerheads.”

**About Warner Bros. Television**

One of the entertainment industry’s most-respected providers of original primetime programming since its founding in 1955, Warner Bros. Television produces original scripted drama and comedy series for multiple platforms. As of March 2021, Warner Bros. Television is producing more than 70 scripted series for on-demand/streaming services, premium/pay and basic cable channels, and the five broadcast networks.

**About OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network**

OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network is the first and only network named for, and inspired by, a single iconic leader. Oprah Winfrey's heart and creative instincts inform the brand and the magnetism of the channel. OWN is a leading destination for premium scripted and unscripted programming from today’s most innovative storytellers. OWN connects with its audience wherever they are, inspiring conversation among a global community of like-minded viewers on social media and beyond. Launched on January 1, 2011, OWN is a joint venture between Harpo, Inc. and Discovery, Inc. The venture also includes the award-winning digital platform Oprah.com. Access OWN anytime, anywhere on WatchOWN.tv, and on discovery+ across mobile devices and connected TVs. For more information, please visit www.oprah.com/own and https://press.discovery.com/us/own/.
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